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Global Research is an independent media funded exclusively through the support of its
readers.  Every  contribution  helps  us  continue  to  bring  you  the  up-to-date,  incisive
information that you can count on.

If you are unable to make a donation, you can help us by cross-posting and/or forwarding
Global Research articles, sending them to your friends on your e-mail lists, posting them on
internet blogs, etc., and subscribing to our free newsletter.
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Corporate  Crime:  Federal  Penalties  Imposed  on  Largest  Corporations  Plunged  During
Trump’s First Year

By Good Jobs First, February 14, 2018

Federal penalties imposed on the largest U.S. companies for all kinds of misconduct fell
sharply  during  the  first  12  months  of  the  Trump  administration,  with  combined  fines  and
settlements dropping to a fraction of the levels seen during the Obama Administrations. The
Fortune 100 list of the very largest publicly traded U.S. corporations paid $1.1 billion in
penalties  to  federal  regulatory  agencies  and  the  Justice  Department  during  Trump’s  first
year, compared to an annual average of more than $17 billion during the Obama years.

“US Foreign Policy Is the Greatest Crime Since WWII,” Former US Attorney General Ramsey
Clark

By Jay Janson, February 14, 2018

The US Secretary of State’s criminally insane back handed remarks favoring a civil war, with
all the probable loss of lives a civil war would bring, seems to fit as appropriate within a US
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foreign policy of world domination.  Human suffering has never been of any  consequence to
the financial interests of that 1/10 of 1 per cent of Americans who, to one degree or another,
rule us all.

Trump’s Neoliberal War Budget

By Stephen Lendman, February 14, 2018

Trump’s FY 2019 budget is all about benefiting Wall Street, the Pentagon, war-profiteers and
other corporate predators at the expense of social justice.

It’s part of his scheme to help pay for the great GOP tax cut heist – outrageously calling for
$1.7 trillion in social program cuts over the next decade.

U.S. Supports the Influx of ISIS Terrorists into Afghanistan. Massive U.S. Bombings Directed
against the Taliban

By Masud Wadan, February 13, 2018

Afghanistan is now living under a precarious situation. Major shifts in US war plans are
unfolding. The deadly suicide blasts of the last month in the capital Kabul that invoked
international condemnation were followed by US-led retaliatory bombings of the Taliban
sanctuaries in several parts of Afghanistan.

Who is Behind Fake News? The Brussels Terror Attacks: Fake Videos and Images. “The Man
in the Hat”

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, February 13, 2018

Read this April 20, 2016 Global Research report on the MSM coverage of the March 2016
Brussels terror attacks. The corporate media routinely use fake images and videos with a
view to misleading the public in its coverage of controversial events including the “war on
terrorism”.
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